
Knitting Math Worksheet

Swatching

Make a 4” x 4” stockinette swatch of the yarn and needles you intend to use.  Measure the swatch.  
Launder and block your swatch the way you intend to launder your project.  Measure again.   Count 
the number of stitches and rows in your swatch.  Divide the size of your swatch in inches by the 
number of stitches in your swatch.  That is your gauge per inch.  Weight the swatch to estimate 
yardage.

Size

Size desired in inches x stitches per inch  = cast on number
Size desired in inches x rows per inch = total rows in pattern. 

Increases/Decreases

Stitches you have divided by number of increase/decrease stitches = number of stitches between 
increases/decreases.

Yardage 

Length of swatch x width of swatch = total area of swatch 
(Weight of skein divided by Weight of swatch) x area of swatch  = total square inches per skein 

Repeats and design elements

Swatch again with a difference
Use the needles that you intend to use. For your fiﾞrst row: Make an 8 stitch moss stitch border, then an
inch of stockinette, then a full repeat of the design element. Then repeat the inch of stockinette and 8 
stitch moss stitch border.  Keep following the pattern for the design element until you've fiﾞnished one 
repeat of it vertically, or for four vertical inches of knitting, whichever is longer. Now, measure your 
swatch at its narrowest and widest points, excluding the fiﾞrst and last two rows. Just like you would 
any other swatch, launder it the way you will launder the project, and block it. 

Measure the size of your design element.

For a repeating design



Desired size in inches divided by size of the design element in inches = number of repeats 
(approximately)

Desired size in inches x pattern repeat size (in stitches) x number of repeats = number of stitches 
needed (when this is not a full repeat, round up or down to make a full repeat)  
Total stitches in inches divided by length of pattern repeat in inches = number of pattern repeats 
needed

Row gauge x total desired length in inches = total# of rows  
       then  
total # of rows divided by # of rows in one repeat = # of repeats, with the remainder being the       
number of extra rows

Centering motifs

Centering = total number of stitches - stitches in repeat = # of background stitches.  
# of background stitches divided by 2 = # of stitches to knit before inserting your repeat, and the 
number of background stitches to knit after your repeat


